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ABSTRACT
Men and women are not now similar in all their likes

and dislikes, but it is an unanswered question as to which of those
dissimilarities are directly related to job satisfaction or
dissatisfaction. Basically, the sex difference problem raises an
issue which is emphasized throughout the paper: that the goal of
interest measurement is to predict job satisfaction because the
methodology and validation of interest measurement are only
indirectly related to that goal. New problems for interest
measurement--the question of applicability to women of approaches
based on men, and the questions raised by the current dramatic break
in the socialization process of women--are examined in terms of the
two types of interest measurement surveyed, one of which relies on
stable socialization and is heavily tied to the past; the other does
not take into account the experiential effect on interests. The
contemporary view of career guidance emphasizes continuing
exploration of career and self, and appropriate use of interest
inventories with women may'let.d to focused exploration in totally new
Areas. Interest inventories should no longer be merely reported, they
should change behavior. (Author/AJ)
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New situations ind events often force reexamination of established

0 institutions and beliefs. For example, the two decades following the )97)4
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Supreme Court decision on school desegregation has been marked ky the

reevaluatiou of societal inaitutions and beliefs in light of increased ice' re..

. ness of the needs and rights of minority racial-C:11.1de groups. More recently,

taut with potential effects no less dramatic, the women's movement ha,. 7-aiscd

consciousnesses to another set of injustices and again forced reexamination

of 1;4 eviously unquestioned actions and beliefs. Lecause of the power that

derives from a per son's occupation in this society, both through mor.ey
4

status, one focal area of the women's movement has been the career oppor-

tunities of women. One specific concern in this area is the effect thas it.;.erest

inventories have on wornee's career choices ar..1, in particular, the por. ;laity

of a negative, limiting effet t.

Several of the issee, in ttis paper have been cilseusseri vial, our cr..ieesue,
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segeertions on the nu.ntiscript, and our description of t1-.e vi!rious teelin: cal
proellrns inherent to the people-similarity approacri derive from argun.:ats
achai.ced by Mg.l.vin Novie: in many past discuse.ons. While we ire grevtl
inf.,-1,ted for th... benefit of these the particular fol.mula.tioe of ..g.,ati

presented here is, of course, our sole responsibility.
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...the National Institute of Education of the U. S. Department of Health. Education and 4elfare.
The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the ARIES Corporation. the National
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Thus, interest measurement has become one of those established

institutions which requires scrutiny and reexamination of basic tenets. It

is the purpose of this paper to raise again, in light of our current under-

standings, questions about the basic objectives of interest measurement,

the assumptions, rationales, or theories on which it is based, and to examine

the implications of those objectives and assumptions for the career choices

of women and men in a time of social flux and change.

Interest Measurement ective

The problems, issues, and concerns which are being raised with

regard to interest measurement are many and complex. Our own ideas and

opinions on these topics have been in a state of change for several years and

we douht that the ideas in this paper will represent our final thoughts. At

this point in our thinking, we have been ioced back u ,oine 4e. y

of interest measurement, namely what are interests [-nd why are we trying to

infthfilitf them. W c believe reconsideration of what and why are basic to an

examination of the questions which relate to the usefulness or bias of interest

inventories. Therefore, we begin this paper by examining interest measure-

ment in the perspective of its hi: torical theories, purposes, and methods.

What Arc Interests''

William James was one of the first psychologists to deal with the concept

of interest. To James,

"Only these items which I notice shape my mind -- without
selective ieterest, experience is an utter chaos. Interest
alone give:: acce/It and empliasit., light and shade, back-
ground and foregroundintelligible perspective, in a word
(1890, p. 403)."
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Thus, James saw interests as a cognitive function of the mind, instrumental

in selecting and organizing an individual's experience.

Kitson (1925) perceived the concept of interest in terms of the psycho-

logical constructs of "identification" and "self." To Kitson,

"To be interested in a thing is to endeavor to identify
one's self with it (1925, p. 141). "

In a classic review of interest measurement Fryer (1931) distinguished

between "subjective" and "objective" interests. Subjective interests were

(::porience.sdefined as feelinris of pleasantness and unpleasantness toward certain

and objective interests as observable reactions to such experiences. Both

subjective and objective interests were viewed as acceptance-rejection activities.

In discussing interests, W,, V. Bingham (1937), head of a group of

individual psychologists at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, defined an

interest as a tendency to become absorbed in an experience and to continue in it.

"We therefore define interest not only in terms of the
objects and activities which get attention and yield
satisfaction, but also in terms of.the strength of the
tendencies to give attention to and seek satisfaction
in these competing objects of interest."

Strong's early conception of interests revolved around an empirical

definition based on the differenti ition of. men in various occupations by the

Strong Vocational Interest Blank. By 1943, however, Strong (1943) presented

his views on the nature of interests-in the introductory chapter of The Vocational

interests of Men and Women. Simply stated, StrOrAg saw interest as:

"They (interests) point to what the individual wants to
do, they are reflections of what he considers satisfying
(1943, p. Jo)."



In more recent work, Stong reated,

"What are interests?... They remind me of tropisms.
We go toward liked activities, go away from disliked
activities (1960, p. 12). "

"Interest scores measure a complex of liken and disliked
activities selected so as to differentiate,members of an
occupation from nonmembers. Such a complex is equiva-
lent to a "condition which supplies stimulation for a par-
ticular type of behavior, "Pi. e. , toward or away from
participation in the activities characteristic of a given
occupation. Interest scores are consequently measures
of drives (1955, p. 142)."

The concept of interest was further refined by Carter (1944). Carter

extended the concept of interest to include the ideas of "developmental growth,

the "self concept, " and "identification. " The main impact of Carter's ideas

may be gleaned from the following wallies of his writing:

"... the individual derives satisfaction from the
identification of himself with some respected group;
by this method he seizes some sort of status. This
identification leads to an interest in restricted
activities and experiences; to the extent that this is
true the person learns about the vocation and the
vocational group (1944, p. 185)."

Darley (1941) suggested that interest types represented outgrowth b.

of personality development and that occupational selection and elimination

were functions of personality t) pe as well as functions of abilities and/or

aptitudes. Darley (1941) concluded that:

"...occupational interest tpes grow out of the develop-
ment of the individual's personality (1941, p. 65). "

11

The concept of interest type was further elaborated by Bordin (1943)

in terms of self-concept and identification. Bordin maintained that in answering

an interest inventory an individual expresses his acceptance (or rejection)
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of a particular view or concept of himselfin terms of his occupational stereo-

types. For l3ordin, interests encompass certain patterns of likes and dislikes

that are expressions of personality, and as the self-concept fluctuates and changes

so too will the pattern of likes and dislikes.

A, somewhat different approach to the concept of interest has been

provided by }3erdie (1944).

) 3"When io crests are considered al. expressie.th of
dit.111.inc,, attention can he paid to the objt.,ets liked

or disliked. These objects form constellations; they have
characteristics in common that enable us to place them
in classes."

Berdu maintained that such constellations were relatively constant and could

be considered fundamental aspects of personality. The specific interests or

object:: involved in the constellations could change and learning and emotional

:. t:he (ol- patterns of ir.torr.:t.-1

themselves are not as susceptible to experience and are probably determined

by eon. Litutional and early social factors,

Super ( 3 949) formulated a concepi-ual definition much like Bordin'

"Interests are the product. of interaction between inherited
aptitudes and endueriiie factors on the one hand, and oppor-
tunity anti social evaluation on the other. Some of the things
a person does wellNbrinn him the satisfaction of mastery or
the approvA of his companions, and result in interests.
Some of the things hiS associates do appeal to him and,
through identif4eation,Khe patternK his actions and interests
after them; if he fits the pattern reasonably well he remains
in it:, but if not he must eek another identificaion and
develop another self - concept and interest pattern (p. 406).

Holland's view of int: eats can be seen in the following quotes from

a recent hook (Holland, 1973:



"In short, what we have called "vocational interests" are
simply another aspect of personality (p. 7)."

"Just as we are more comfortable among friend's whose
tastes, talents, and values are similar to our own, so
we are more 'likely to perform well at a vocation in
which we "fit" psychologically...In the present theory,
the congruence of a person and his environment is defined
in terms of the structure of personality types and environ-
mental models (p. 9)."

In summary, we can note several important common features of these

conceptions of interests. First, they are a constellation of likes and dislikes

leading to consistent patterns or types of behaviors. Second, they may involve

some mix of genetic and environmental causes, but they are certainly related

to environmental influences. Third, although the explanations of interests

relate to satisfaction with activities, they are not derived from a clear

explication of the link between interestaftand satisfactions.

Why Measure

As described in the previous section, interests are a pervasive

part of a person's personality and an important guide to behavior. Thus,

for this reason alone it would be "interesting" to these theorists to measure

interests. However, we are concerned here not with researchers or theorists

but with the implications of interest measurement for the people 'whose

interests are being measured. When interest measures are used as feed-

back to such people, the basic goal or purpose of the interest measurement .has

been clear, even when only implicitly stated. jata,paleen to pro vide
people with information which would help them identify careers in which they

would be satisfied. The word "satisfied" is used here to refer to various

forms of satisfaction including happiness and personal fulfillment.
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Strong (1943) indicated this important link between interests and

happiness or satisfaction,

"The more happiness is stressed, and not
mere efficiency, the more concern educators
must have for interests; for they are indicators
of what activities bring satisfaction. (p. 3)"

The same basic goal remains today as can be seen from Campbell (1971),

"The Strong Blank is designed to help guide
the audent and the employee into areas where
they are likely to find the greatest job satis-
faction. (p. Z)"

Similarly, according to Knder (1968)

"Interest scores... can be used to help
Ian individual] set goals likely to bring
him personal fulfillment. (p. 3)"

Interests and Satisfaction

laiLurebab. havt, bee,' y;11 wdyS. :ELL %..C.,clio:S-11a-
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tions of likes and dislikes, patterns of behavior, drives, self-concepts, or

personality. The basic goal of measuring interests has been given as providing

information to help identify occupational situations which will be satisfying

and those which will not. Thus we must examine the link between interests

as a characteristic of a person and the occupational environment as a source

of a variety of types of satisfaction. As can be seen from the foregoing dis-

cussion of interests, this link is elusive at best.

The link between interests and satisfaction is provided by a pri2mary

theoretical theme., of vocational pE:ychologynamely, that congruence between

an individual and the environment leads to satisfaction in a job. This theme
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can be seen in different forms in both trait and factor theories and psycho-

dynamic theories, the two lines in the historical. development of vocational

psychology identified by Crites,(1969). The roots of this congruence theme

can be seen in the man-job matching model of Parsons (1909) and has been

emphasized in the writings of numerous other authors (e. g.. Dawis, England,

and Lofquist, 1964; Holland, 1966, 1973).

Though espousing the congruence notion, interest inventory developers

blue not been directly concerned with the relationship between personal and

envirpnmental characteristics. Instead interest measures have been built

around personal characteristics alone, namely, constellations of likes and

dislikes which describe a person's behavior pattern or personality type, Thus,

the problem of the link between measured interests and job satisfaction remains

a central problem An interest' mcasuremept in.eLliodology.

Interest Measurement Methods

In this section we briefly survey the dominant rationales for interest

measurement methods and how they provide the link to job or career satisfaction,

the stated basic goal.

People-similarity- rationale. Historically, the dominant method of

interest measurement ha.r derived from the observation that people in the

same job have similar characteristics, similar likes and dislikes. As barley

and liagenah (1955, p. 19) noted, "The most general. clue to an understandirg

of interest measurement is found in the old adage that birds of a feather flock-

together." From this occurrence a logic or rationale for interest measure-

ment can be stated:
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Rationale I: If a person Likes the same things
that people in a particular job Like, the person
will be satisfied with that job.

sv.s/ tori Whoa

According to this rationale, one measures the degree of similarity between

a person's likes and dislikes and those of people in a number of jobs and

concludes that the person will likely be most satisfied in the job for which

the similarities are the greatest. The two historically dominant interest

inventories, the Strong Vocational Interest Blank and the later Kuder forms,

are implementations of this rationale. For simplicity of discussion, this

rationale will be referred to in this paper as the people-similarity rationale.

As stated, the people-similarity rationale is more an empirical observa-

tion than a rationale. Ant, in fact, interest measurement in its most widely

used forms (the Strong arid the later Kuder forms) has been primarily an

empirical science. Although the qUestion "Why is a person who has interest

similar to those c4 people in a job likely to be satisfied with that job?" has not

been entirely ignored, it ha.s received far less attention than the observation

itself that such a person is likely to be satisfied. The apparent answer to this

very basic vestion "Why?" can be gleaned from the conceptions of interest

described above: People who stay in and are satisfied with a particular job

do so because the job provides an environment which is, in some unspecified

way, congrue:?t with their constellation of likes and dislikes, Thus a person

with interests similar to such people would have similarly congruent

interests for Thai joh environment.

A ctiviti-e.iinilarit ". rationale. A deriVative of the people- similarity

rationale which has received greater -emphasis in recent years'', could be called
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the activity-similarity rationale. In its purest form, this rationale answers

the question "Why?" which intervenes between similarity and satisfaction

in a very direct way.

Rationale 2: If people now like to do activities similar .

to the activities required by a job, they will like those
job activities and consequently be satisfied with their job.

Under this rationale, one measures a person's likes and dislikes for common

activities similar to those required on a job and concluder that the person

will likely be most satisfied in the job requiring similar activities to those

which the person now most likes to do.

A number of recent efforts have placed great emphasis an types of

activities as they relate to job activities. The Ohio Vocational Interest

Survey (D'Costa et al, 1970) emphasizes the data, people, things dimensions

of ay Zatad. o.4a1/4.-S fa

Titles. Holland's Self-directed Search (Holland, 1973) classifies past job-

related activities into categories derived from and related to the structure of the

'world of work. Prediger and Roth (in press) provide a direct link from a job

activity orientation to a personality orientation seen in the structure of

interests pervasive, in present interest measures (Holland et al, 1969; Cole

and Hanson, 1971), Alid recent interest inventory development at The American

College Testing Program (The American College Testing Program, in press;

Hanson, in press) has retie(' on common, familiar activities with an apparent

relatioh to job activities as the basis for two new inventories. However,

none of these approaches relies on a pure form of the activity-similarity

' rationale. Instead, activities have been used more as an indicator of the
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constellation or type of personality of the person than as a direct indicator

of likely satisfaction with particular job activities.

How Have Interest Measures seen Validated?

If the basic goal of interest measurement is to relate to the many aspects

of job satisfaction, the obvious way to validate interest measures is to

empirically relate them to measures of job satisfaction. In fact, each of the

two rationales described suggests a different ideal validation.

People-similarity validation. For the first rationale based on people-

similarity, the obvious validation procedure is to relate interest scores to

measures of satisfaction on the job. However, immediately a number of

problems arise. First, the concept of job satisfaction is complex and difficult

to measure. As Strong (1958) obserVed,
ItYeiirb coate..cled that ti...::. "::o E:tter
criterion of a vocational interest test than that of
satisfaction enduring over aperiod of years"
(10, p. 385). 1 have never used satisfaction as a
criterion on the ground that there seemed to be
no good way to measure it. Such correlations as
ha.A.c been reported between interest scores and
satisfaction have been for the most part too lbw
to be of practical significance. [p. 449]"

Strong was no exception in these feelings and today interest inventories have

still not used measures of job satisfaction as criteria !cr validation (except

in terms of global satisfaction ratings in defining occupational criteria groups)

just as the rationales of interest measurement have not directly involVed the

why and how of job satisfaction. But the measurement of job satisfaction has

progressed over the years and we believe a fruitful area for future research

is :i more thorough examination of the relation of interests to various sources
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of job satisfaction (some of which we would expect to have a relation to

12

interests and others of which we would expect no relation).

A second problem with this ideal validation concerns the prediction of

relative satisfaction in different occupations when people can be in only one

(or a very few)' occupations at one time. Thus, we can usually only observe

the degree of relationship of the interest scores to satisfaction in one job- -

the one the person chooses to enter.

Because of these problems with these ideal validations, interest

inventories have been validated in terms of group membership. Strong listed

four propositions needed to establish the predictive value of his vocational

interest measures,

ez,

1. Men continuing in occupation A obtain a higher
interest score in A than in any other occupation.

Z. Men continuing in occupation A obtain a higher
interest score in A than other men entering other
occupations.

3. Men continuing in occupation A obtain higher scores
in A than men who change from A to another
occupation.

4. Men changing from occupation A to occupation B
score higher in B prior to the change than in
any other occupation including A. [1943, p. 388]

All four conditions rely on the occupational group to which a person belongs

as an implicit indicator of the job in which that person would be most satisfied.

And, in fact, empirical results have tended to confirm that people's interest

scores (whether occupational scales or general scales) are consonant with

the occupation in which they are employed and with which they state a general

level of satisfaction.

The group membership criterion poses an important technical problem
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aside from the fact that it only indirectly addresses job satisfaction. The

problem is that so'cia. influences can make the relationship between interests

and group similarity high even when people would have been much happier

in other occupations. As long as the society ch -kinels people with particular

characteristics into particular occupations, interest inventories validated /

against group membership will be considered highly valid whether or not

the people in an occupation are happier than they would be in other occupa-

tions and whether or not there are many people with other characteristics
c,

who could be happiest in that occupation.

Activity- similarity validp.tion. Under the activity-similarity rationale,

an inventory measures the liking of a person for activities related to job

activities. Thus, the first step in ideal validation is to relate empirically

the 14ke:- 11s1;1, cf f-rri"1-a

likes and dislikes of actual job activities. Since the,common goal it; to relate

to job satisfaction in a more global sense, the..second is to discover

the extent to which liking particular job activities is important to more general

job satisfaction. Although, as noted earlier, the purpose of inventorying

likes and dislikes of such activities has commonly been to indicate general

personal characteristics as in the people-similarity procedures, it would

appear to us to be very usef4 to perform tunic of the steps of the ideal activity-

similarity validation to learn more about the relative importance of various

sources of job satisfaction and the link to interests.

New Problems ftpr Interest Measuremelit

The perspective of interest measurement given in the previous section
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involves additionally two dominant elements not yet discussed. First, interest

measurement has been predominantly developed by, for, and about men.

Conceptions of interests have been largely based on data about men's

interests; interest measurement methodology has arisen out of interest

measures on men; and interest measures have been validated primarily

on men. Second, -interest measurement has.depended on a relatively

stable social situation in which no large breaks or changes in the social-

ization process occur within an individual life history or at a point or

period in the society's history.

These two elements raise special problems in the 1970's. First,

we are clearly concerned with women as well as men and we must examine

the applicability for women of approaches based on men. Second, we are

in a time of a rather dramatic break in the continuity of the socialization

process for women as it relates to careers, self-concepts, and occupational

roles. Thus, we must examine interest measurement approaches in light of

this discontinuity. In this section we examine some of these new problems

for interest measurement.

Problems with People-similarity Method

The people-si.iiilarity rationale described above relies very heavily

on the stable socialization process and is tied very closely to the past. Two

special problems of this method arise from its highly empirical orientation

and its reliance on the status quo.

--Limits of empiricism. Interest measurement has histqrically been

a highly empirical science. As already noted, the thip4.g e know most about
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it is tha. it has tended to work in the past. We know much less about why
-a

it has worked. To know something has worked in the past is very useful as

long as the future is like the past. When the future is dramatically different,

then we nerd to know why something has worked in the past in order to judge

if and how it might work in the future. Thus, the empiricism of interest

measurement which has been one of its great strengths is, we believe, at

this firms in history a weakness.

Reliance on the status eva The people similarity methodology, which

a uses group membership as its primary criterion, relies heavily on the status quo.

The group membership criterion, which undoubtedly properly includes elements

MOO

of satisfaction (groups are usually limited to those expressing some level of

satisfaction), also may, and almost certainly does, include elements extrarmous

b the eituatitm. For

example, when a physician scale is constructed by the people-similarity

method, the scale is defined by the liketi and dislikes of current (at the time

of construction), satisfied physicians. Since many physicians have, in the

past, come from relatively high socioeconomic status (SES) backgrounds, the

physician scale of the Strong, for example, reflects these backgrounds

as can be seen in Table 4.'e"Although these items might relate to one's

Insert Table 1 about here
!

satisfaction in associating with people with similar high/SES interests, they

seem highly questionable as interests essential to satisfaction as a physician,

especially when the field of medicine itself is taking steps to break this
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Table 1

Selected Positively-scored Items from the SVIB Physician Scale for Mena

Amusements Occupations

Tennis Orchestra Conductor
Chess
Bridge School Subjects
Art Galleries Literature
Symphony Concerts
Skiing Types of People

Musical Geniuses

aFrom Campbell (1971). The entire SVIB Physician Scale for men
includes a total of 76 items: 8 Amusements; 22 Occupations; 12 School
Subjects; 6 Types of People; 9 Activities; 13 Preferences Between Items;
6 Abilities and Characteristics.

MM.
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traditional physician mold and encouraging the enrollment of a more

17

diversified group of students.

In the case of women, the problem of reliance on the status quo

becomes especially pronounced. It appears in obvious fashion in the lack

of some occupational scales for women. Under the status quo, there are

many occupations with few or no women in them and, therefore, under

\ the pz.supie-similarity method the potential of women for satisfaction in

these jobs cannot be predicted.

Problems with Activity - similarity Methods

Although the activity-similarity method avoids some of the problems

of the people-similarity method by relying on the activities required on a

job rather than the people who happen to be in it, it raises a different set

of problems.

Ex eriential effects on interests. The activity-similarity method

relies on people's liking or disliking of common activities similar to those

required on jobs. However, the socialization process results in quite

differ nt exposure to activities by men and women. For example, in a

nation ide study, Prediger, Roth, and Noeth (1973) found wide differences

in the career - relaters experiences reported by girls and boys in grades 8,

9, and 11. These data indicated that the expressed interests of-rneri
.--0

.
and women in such activities differ markedly in ways that parallel the

experiential differences. Thus while we know that only 1770 of the 1969

Strung Women-ill-General sample (Campbell, 1971, p. 403) liked "repairing

electrical wiring," we do not know whether mare would have liked it if the
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social setting encouraged rather than restricted such an activity for girls

or, more imporIantly, whether more girls would learn to like it if they were

encouraged. Thus, because of the differences in socialization, not liking

an activity might have quite a different meaning for a boy who had tried it and

been "allowed" to like it than for a girl whose socialization ruled it out. The

activity-similarity method therefore must deal with the differences in social-

ization, in general, and in particular, their implications for predicting job

satisfaction.

Problem of Sex Differences

The types of items which have historically appeared on interest inve-ntories

are subject to systematic sex differences. The previously uojecYfcepairing

electrical wiring" is a case in point. In contrast with the 17% women quoted

337, oZ 4..4 a";;;') S;... vng aanwle 111,:.1g

activity (Campbell, 1971, p,..,400). Because of these sex differences, occupa-

tional scales wex:e-constructed separately by sex, masculinity-femininity
-

scales Araied on items which differentiated the sexes came into being, and even

separate forms of the inventory were constructed. There are, however,

pitfalls into which this historical pattern has led us.

First, in the -ase of empirical cccupational scales, the historical

pattern has limited the information an ikwentory provides women since occupa-

tional scales are based on people already in occupations and many occupations

have few women. For the same reason there are similar but fewer restrictions

on the information given men. By leading us to .separate the sexes in this way,

this historical pattern has limited the direct comparison of men and women in
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the same occupations to determine to what extent there are differences in

likes and dislikes and whether there are crucial likes and dislikes, regard-

less of sex, in relating to job satisfaction. Thus, we are left knowing that

there are sex differences presently without knowing their relevance or irrelevance

or implication for predicting job satisfaction.

There are similar problems with scales measuring general interest

dimensions such as those of Holland. Holland has documented sex differences

on his logically based scales and argued [undated (a)) that he is intentionally

measuring the socialization process which differs now for girls and boys,

resulting in different interests. We agree that he is measuring the socializa-

tion process and that it does now differ for girls and boys. However, we

doubt that Holland's basic intention is to measure the socialization process

C w bc "The SDE 1,:or CV: .113 a rriet!::.-3

for locating groups of occupations where a person is most likely to find satis-

faction. [Holland, no `elate (b), p. 1)."

We believe it is an unanswered question as to whether the socialization

process of girls is as predictive of job satisfaction as the same process for boys

when girls have not been socialized to examine as wide a range ta :,ossible

interests as boys and yet rather suddenly have access to that full range. The

dilemma as we see it is presented graphically in Figure 1. In the past (Cases

1 and Z), the socialization process matched the career process in terms of

the range of experiences and options. If we are in a state of transition, as

we believe, the present (Cases 3 and 4) can he illustrated by a mismatch:

career options are opening before the early bocializaticn process can be
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Fig. 1. A graphical representation of the correspondence of the socialization
process with the career options available to men and women.
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changed accordingly. Although hopefully the future could be characterized by the

full circle of options for both sexes, that situation will not immediately be reached,.

In the interim, we must make some decisions and take some type of action.

Although the implications of the situations depicted in Cases 3 and 4

of Figure I are unknown, at least two different hypotheses on which to base

action are possible. One hypothesis derives from the argument of Holland

gem
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noted above and will bp discussed here as the hypothesis of socialization

dominance.

Hypothesis of Socialization Dominance. Until the areas
of socially-accepted interest options become broadened
during a person's development, the careers in which
such people will be satisfied will not broaden.

An alternative hypothesis emphasizes the importance of career opportunities

over s-)c ialization. This hypothesis is implicit to the work of Cole (1973)

on the structure of women's interests and will be referred to here as the

hypothesis of opportunity dominance.

Hypothesis Of Opportunity Dominance. When career
opportunities widen, people will find satisfaction
in a wider range of careers in spite of limiting
aspects of their earlier socialization.

Although neither hypothesis can he proven at this time, the particular one to

which a person subscribes has important implications for the treatment of

sex differences in interest measurement.

Basically, the sex difference problem raises an issue which ha:: been

emphasized throughout this paper, namely, that the goal of interest measure-

ment is to predict satisfaction in a job or career. Because the methodology

and validation of interest maNvernent is only indirectly related to that goal,
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it is easy to replace that goal with the prominent means, similarity of people

or activities, and the simila. rity methodology tends by its nature to support

the hypothesis of socialization dominance. But the problem of sex differences

forces us to recall the more basic goal. Men and women are not now similar

in all their likes and dislikes but is an unanswered question as to which of

those dissimilarities are directly related to satisfaction or dissatisfaction.

When we recognize this goal of predicting satisfaction, it becomes clear that

we do not,know which hypothesis is correct. Since our actions are likely to

be based on one or the other, in the interim we must judge the value of the two

hypotheses not by their correctness but by the results of the action to which

they lead.

Problems of Norms and Reference Groups

Coe o the linpori.a.nt iiAapliLatiOaar: i.vvy

the norms or reference groups used in interest inventories. Holland reports

interests as raw scores. No norm or refekence group is used, instead the

reference is the logical basis of the items. This results in scales which reflect

very clearly the socialization process and women tend to score highest on

Social and Artistic scales and very low on the Realistic scale. -Such score

reporting is consistent with the hypothesis of socialization dominance.

By contrast, recently developed interest instruments at The American

College Testing Program (as part of the ACT Career Planning Program and

the ACT Assessment) and the much older Kuder homogeneous scales use a

different approach consistent with the opportunity dominance hypothesis. For

those inventories, the raw general scale scores are compared with norms of
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the same sex as the person taking the inventory. Thus, a woman's score

on a Technical scale, which may he low when compared. with scores of men,

is reported as high it is higher than the Technical scores of most women.

The logic here is that some women will be able to find satisfaction in the lull

range of occupations (hypothesis of opportunity dominance) and the best bets

in the previously unentered areas a those women who have higher interests
N

than the mean produced by the socializatixn.process. Some support for these

procedures is found in the structure of women's interests reported by Cole

(1973) in which referencing women's scores to women's norms produced the

full range of interest patterns and occupational profiles which closely paralleled,

where comparable, the occupational profiles based on men's interest scores.

These two cases are based on the use of general interest scales.

Even greater problems exist for occupational scales although they take SOMN.

what different forms. The application of the socialization dominance hypothesis

would lead to the continued use of available occu ational scales for women

along with the construction of new occupational sc es as women entered new

occupations in sufficient number. However, both t Strong (at least, the new

Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory) and the Kuder at ernpt t roaden the

. information given by reporting scores for women on occupational scales developed

for men which. seems at least a step in the direction of the opportunity dominance

hypothesis. However, according.to the last information available to us, the

Strong-Campbell will report the general Basic scales using a combined sex

reference group which v.411 result in interest patterns more nearly corresponding

to Holland's raw score patterns and the socialization dominance hypothesis
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than to the same-sex reference patterns.

Vocational Development and Career Guidance

Historically, interest inventories have been viewed as a source of

information input at the time of career choice decisions. Career choice

was often viewed as an "event" occurring at a single point in time. Thus,

students who had to select a college major or decide on a job might go to a

college counselor, take an interest inventory, and try to make a decision.

The inventory was designed to assist such a choice at a pressing decision

point. .

However, today the prevailing view of career' decisions and career

guidance is distinctively different. First, career decisions arc viewed not

as an event but as a process which begins very early in a child's development

?nd "fe " ,vf

education programs being developed for the schools emphasize these develop-

mental aspects and are designed to promote career related experiences--

both "hands on" and vicariousin the full range of career options. Career

knowledge and exploration are emphasized in the schools with the basic goal

to avoid the sudden, pressured, 'choices" at a time when some decision must

be reached. Such programs of career education and career guidance offer

many helpful possibilities in the broader experiences they provide and encourage

for women at a time of transition.

Career guidance as it exists today emphasizes the use of information,

including interest invenfories, to stimulate career exploration and the explora-

tion of self in relation to careers (Prediger, 1974). This process of exploration
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should lead people to discover new things about themselves and about the

world of work. Using this type of information people can begin to consider

a broader range of career options. The usefulness of this type of stimulation
-e

is that it provides focused exploration. Appropriate use of interest inventorieli

with women may well lead to focused exploration in totally new areas.

Career guidance programs also emphasize the importance of trans-

forming guidance information into action. That is, interest inventories should

no lapger be merely reported or interpreted. They should change behavior.

This may occur in the form of students' seeking new job experiences, involving

parents in their career decision-making, and participating in volunteer work

experiences. Thus, there are new problems and altered roles for interest

inventories in this broadly conceived career guidance framework.

Where Do-We Go From here?

A primary result emerging from the pe4spective of the previous .section

is the lack of simple anFwers to the difficult problems raised. There are

however, both discouraging and encouraging elements to be noted. The followioe

statements are representative of our present beliefs after a reexamination

of basic tenents and methods.

1. Interests still seem to us to be an important concept
with c...msiderable potential value for understaeding
differenee5, and characteristic ways of behaving which
people pos,t.ess. Further, we suspect that interests
will continue in the future to relate in many meaningful
ways to various types of careercsatisfaction.
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2, We believe the goal to provide people with information
which will help them choose careers in which they
will be happy and satisfied is timely and worthy. The
need to open wider career options for women and for
men makes the goal perhaps even more important at
the present than before.

3. We believe that present interest measures give important:
information about characteristic patterns of likes and
dislikes and their historical occupational membership
correlates.

4. We feel that if the link between interests and job saisfaction
had been mute explicilly examiaed during the I.:4st quarter
century then we would know more now about predicting
job satisfaction in a changing social environment and in
particular about predicting job satisfaction for women.

5. We believe that we are in a situation in which many basic
questions about validity of interest inventories cannot yet
be answered completely or well. Thus we must make
decisions in the interim with incomplete information.

When we are in a situation of not knowing what action is "valid"

in terms of ultimate goals, possible courses of actian must be evaluated

in terms of possible advantages and disadvantages. One possible -ourse

of action would be to stop using interest inventories until we know more

about the implications of recent social change on their ultimate validity.

This action would avoid possible bad predictions but would also eliminate

any possible positive role inventories might play. Another course of action

would be to continue to use inventories but to take whatever actions are

necessary to minimize the possible negative effects. The remainder of this

paper deals with interim actions designed to mdmize positive and minimize

possible negative effects and the assumptions on which these actions are

based.
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A Proposed Context for Interest Inventory Use

In an earlier section we described current conceptions of vocational
-.

development and the career education and career .guidance programs which

correspond to those conceWons. According to these views, career guidance

occurs as a process rather than at a single decision point and involves providing

a person with career experiences of various types-and with information about

self and careers, and emphasizes the imilortance of exploration behavior in

the process of career decisions. Prediger (1974) has focused on this important

role of career exploration in the career guidance process. Within that context,

he views tests or inventories primarily as stimuli to that exploration.

We believe that implementation of a broad career exploration program

provides the proper context in which interest inventories can serve a very

ofirr.,1,1L f^r r-7107-4-ion. Sue!' a. use of intereFt

provides an interim course of action which maximizes the benefits of the

inventories and minimizes the possible detriments.

Our belief in the value of this interim course of action is based on at

least three assumptions. The first assumption is that people need some form

of stimulus or organizing assis'ance in making career plans. Second, the

best way for people to make judgments (or predictions) about whether or not

they will be satisfied in an occupation is to obtain all the information they can

about themselves and about the occupation. -Third, by embedding interest

inventory results in a broad career exploration process in which further

exploration follows any inventory result, the nr.gative impactof incorrect

inventory predictions can be minimized.
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What Can We Expect an Interest Inventory To Do?

In the context of the career exploration process, we have two primary

expectations for an interest inventory. These two expectations are expressed

here as guidelines for interest measurement with several subordinate guide-

lines encompassed under the two general areas.

Broadened options. The first area of expectation for interest inventories

concerns the broadening of career options.

1. Interest inventory scores should suggest occupations
which broaden the options of both sexes throughout the
full range of career areas.

There are several important aspects of this desired broadening. The first

concerns the relation of inventory results to previous job preferences. As
1

we view the career exploration process, a person_with some job p,-cference

would explore that job in many ways and on che basis. or tiLai. v.:.););.

reach some sort of decision about the appropriateness of that job in relation to

various personal goals. . Thus, we view the predominant role of interest inventories

as a broadener of options--to suggest reasonable possibilities for exploration

which the person might otherwise have failed to explore. While a traditional

distinction has been made between this e-..lo,-atory role and a confirmatory

role, we place far greater importance on the former. One way to examine

the degree to which options are broadened is to compare inventory results

with previous job preferences in accord with the following guideline.

1. a. For a given group, it is desirable that there
be some variation between original occupational
preferences and inventoried occupational
suggestions and that an imentory produce
several occupational options for each person.
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The second aspect of the broadening of options concerns the type of

alternative options which an inventory suggests. For example, guideline

1. a. could be met by the inventory suggestions of "medical technologist" and

. "dental hygienist" to a woman whose original job preference was "nurse."

This type of broadening within sex career stereotypes is insufficient. Similarly,

it is inadequate to broaden options only within sex-related career areas such

as suggesting primarily social types of occupations for women.

I. b. Interest inventories should produce approximately
equal distributions of scores for men and women
throughout the full range of possible general scale
and occupational scale scores.

This guideline has important implications for the norming of interest scores.

Preliminary data presented in Table 2 from a report in preparation at the

American College Testing Program shows the distributional implications of

three types of general scale score tram the JILT Jnteres thventory iol tne

type of two point codes used by Holland. Both the raw scores and scores

referenced to a norm group composed equally of women and men produce

vastly different two scale code options for women than for men. By cc'ntrast,

the distributions of codes are quite similar for women and men when separate

sex norms are used. Only the ,cores produced by the separate sex norms

meet guideline 1. b With present instruments, people's scores will likely

have to be reported in terms of their relation to the distribution of scores

obtained by people of the same sex in order to accomplish the balanced

distributions required under this guideline. Thus, we come back again to the

previous discussion of the hypotheses of socialization dominance and opportunity

t dominance, and guideline I. b. is clearly an expression of the latter hypothesis.
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Table 2

Distribution of Percentages of Holland Codes for Women and Men

for Different Types of Score Referencing)

Codes Based on Codes Based on Codes Based on

Holland Code Raw Scores Separate Sex Norms Combined Sex Norms

W M Y M W M

Social Total (67.31) (26.3%) (17.97) (14.3%) (28.87) ( 4.1%)

SE 14.3% 6.9% 5.1% 3.87 6.6% 1.3%)

SC 11.3 1.8 2.2 1.5 6.0 0,3

SR 1.6 7.2 2.7 2.2 1.3 1.1

SI 11.8 4.5 3.3 2.4 . 5.6 0.8

SA 28.3 5.9 4.6 4.4 9.3 0.6

Enterprising Total ( 3.1%) ( 9.6%) (13.6:0 (13.3%) (11.1%) (14.0%)

,,ES
1.7% 3.8% 2.9% 2.9% 3.4% 2.0%

=EC 0.4 2.2 3.8 4.8 2.8% 4.3

ER 0.1 1.8 2.0 2.0 0.2 3.9

CI 0.1 0.7 0.V 0.9 0.( 1.5

EA 0.8 1.1 4.0 2.7 4.1 2.3

Conventional Total ( 9.7%) ( 8.7%) (18.07) (16.2%) (20.0%) (11.9%)

CS 5.8% 2.5% 2.87, 1.4% 5.4% 0.6%

CE 2.2 2.6 6.8 6.2 7.4 4.6

CR 0.2 2.1 4.8 4.0 1.7 3.9

CI 0.4 1.2 1.8 2.9 2.4 2.2

r4 1.1 0.1 1.8 1.7 1.1 n.6

Rodlistic Total ( 0.2:1 (18.970 (14.4%) (19.4%) ( 2.8%) (35.8%)

RS -
0.2% 6.1% 1.8% 2.0% 0.7% 2.97

RE 0.0 2.8 2.2 4.2 0.3 8.7

RC 0.0 2.9 3.2 4.3 0.8 6.5

'RI 0.0 5.5 3.8 5.7 0.2 14.5

RA 0.0 1.6 3.4 3.2 0.8 3.2

Investigative Total ( 9.1%) (30.0%) (19.37) (21.2 %) (13.5%) (24.7%)

IS 5.5% 11.7% 4.9% 5.1% .5.2% 2.5%

IE 0.1 1.5 1.? 1.7 0.4 1.7

IC 1.0 2.5 3.3 3.9 2.0 2.7

IR 0.2 10.1 5.1 3.9 1.4 12.8

IA. 2.3 4.2 4.8 6.6 4.5 ' 5.0

Artistic Total (10.87) ( 6.47) (16.7 %) (15.3%) (24.1%) ( 9.47)

AS 7.8% 3.2% 5.0*: 5.11 12.0% 2.5%

AE 0.5 0.9 2.8 3.4 4,0 1.8

AC 0.7 0.2 1.9 1.3 3.0 0.8

AR 0.3 0.8 3.8 1.4 '1.7 2.5

AI 1.5 1.3 3.2 4.1 3.4 1.8

TOTALS 1007 100% 100' 1007 100,4

1Based on the scores of 3,439 college-bound high scl-lul students (2,009 women

and 1,430 men) who took the ACT Interest Inventory in October, 1972.
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As already noted, the validity of either hypothesis is not now known, There-

fore, guideline 1. b. is an expression of a belief first in the eventual validity

of these types of predictions of satisfaction and second in the maximal

positive aspects and minimal negative aspects of this interim course of action.

If the opportunity dominance hypothesis is true, inventory results consistent

with the socialization dominance hypothesis will have reinforced incorrect

and inappropriate stereotypical views and minimized further exploration. On

the other hand, if the socialization dominance hypothesis is true, inventory

results consistent with the opportunity dominance hypothesis will have led

people to waste time exploring new career areas but likely nothing more

harmful since that exploration should result in the elimination of inappropriate

inventory suggestions. Thus we justify 1. b. not only by our beliefs in the

opportunity dominance hypothesis out more imp.,,rtantly in its high potential

for positive social effect and its low potential for negative social effect.

While we see great social value and minimal harm in expanding options

as described, this interim action should not substitute for more thorough

attempts at validation. Further, these validation attempts should not be

limited to the people similarity approaches described earlier in this paper.

Instead they should be aimed at the use of interest measures to predict some

aspects of job satisfaction or fulfillment. While it will be impossible to

validate the predictions of job satisfaction deriving from the two hypotheses

within a short time, initial steps should be undertaken and primitive initial

types of valid:ging data should be sorght. Even crude initial data coul

give valuable information about the appropriateness and the problems of 41.
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suggesting that a Woman consider the occupation electrician, for example.

1, c, Tentative, short term forms of validation
should be undertaken to determine user
reaction to the appropriateness of inventory
results, especially reaction after exploration
of the suggested occupation.

1. d. Studies of the types of job satisfaction and
their relation to vocational interests should
be initiated.

Inventories as stimuli. Within our conception of the career guidance

process, interest inventories serve primarily as stimuli to exploration.

Thus, a second major area of expectation which we have for interest inventories

concerns this role.

Z. Interest inventory results should stimulate exploratory
behavior.

If we expect interest inventories to serve as a stimuli, then 1.ve must examine

the exploratory steps and actions which people take as a result of the inventory.

Although the study of inventory impact could have been useful and informative

at any time in the history of interest measurement, we have found only limited

and very recent empirical examinations of such impact. Holland and his

colleagues showed concern with the behavioral impact in the design of the

SDS. Zener and Schnuelle (1972) empirically examined SOS impact on the

number and type of occupational options considered. They reported an increase

in the number of options considered after taking the SDS but no broadening

of the typi of option. Redmond (1972) reported that both boys and girls were

likely to seek more vocational information after the SDS experience.

Note that when the goal is to produce certain types of behavior, then

a
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various aspects of the inventory must be examined in light of that goal. For

example, under the goal of widening options, an inventory might result in

40 possibilities. Within the present concern with behavioral impact, 40

options would likely be overwhelming and produce little exploration. Thus,

the two goals interact in the final answer of the best characteristics of an

inventory. Note also another implication of trying to produce exploratory

behavior concerns the supporting materials) and score reports. Under this

goal such materials should be designed to
S

behavior.

Mr

S

ve maximal impact on exploratory

To study inventories as stimuli, iiformation must be collected about

the number and types of job explored after inventory use and about the forms

that exploratory behavior took. Such studies, though not nov: available, can

LIC
,
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follow-up, and supporting materials that may influence the results of such

studies are relatively easy for publishers to modify. Thus, we are led to

two more specific elements of guideline 2.

2. a. An interest inventory, its supporting materials,
and its score reports should be designed to
maximize exploratory action by the person taking
the inventory.

2. b. Studies should be reported in inventory manuals
to show the effect of lack of effect of the inventory
on exploratory behavior.

Summary and Conclusions

We have described some expectations for interest measurement which

can be examined at least in preliminary ways in a short time period. Accom-

- plishment of those expectations will not answer all the ultimate, final questions
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about interest inventories as predictors of job satisfaction. It will, hoWever,

leave us in a position of beginning to answer those ultimate long-range questions

while maximizing benefits and minimizing ill effects of present procedures.

It should be noted that the usefulness of an interest inventory for any

group of concern (different age groups, racial-ethnic groups) can be evaluated

in terms of how well these two areas of expectation are met within that group.

If an inventory does not broaden options or produce exploration in the particular

group of concern then we would question its use with that group. Similarly,

the appropriateness of any type of interest scale (occupational or general,

empirical or logical) would be judged in terms of whether it meets the stated

expectations for broadening options and producing exploration.
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